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As the research and development institute under KFDA, NIFDS has played the key role in comprehensive researches which are necessary for food and drugs regulation in Korea since its establishment in 1995. It has performed development and evaluation on toxicological and pharmacological methods. NIFDS has lead national initiatives on endocrine disruptor researches and published a number of test method and evaluation reports. NIFDS has also run Korea National Toxicology Program (KNTP) and produced toxicology report on 40 natural compounds. NIFDS has recognized needs for adopting cutting-edge life science technologies to improve conventional toxicology screening methods and to develop better evaluation tools for regulatory science. For this purpose, NIFDS has actively employed emerging technologies such as toxicogenomics, systems toxicology and in silico modeling. We have performed more than 40 microarray projects for toxicology studies and released data for public since 2008. Along with toxicogenomic effort, we have recently initiated a predictive toxicology research program. This program is mainly focused on developing in silico model for toxicity prediction using systems toxicology. Developing alternative test methods is another field of interest for NIFDS. NIFDS is running a program for developing and validating alternative test methods based on 3R principle. NIFDS currently runs endocrine disrupter screening test, eye irritation test and skin irritation test with collaboration of ICATM and already published 6 guidelines for alternative test methods. As safety of nano-materials in food and drugs has become controversial, NIFDS has launched a toxicological research program to evaluate their safety concern. Currently NIFDS runs safety studies on silver, gold and zinc oxide with collaboration of OECD. NIFDS exerts its effort for developing new toxicity test method by actively adapting emerging technologies and actively participate in international workgroup for modernizing regulatory science. NIFDS will continue its effort for developing new technologies for regulatory science in future by actively adapting emerging technologies.